99 chrysler sebring

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. I had the same problem as many here. Great for a
year, "service engine soon" light on since I bought it but knew it would need work so waited for
symptoms. It would stall and die at lights or parking sometimes, so when I had some money I
took it in. They couldn't make the issue present itself, so the next time it happened it didn't start
and I had it towed in. Problem came back a week later and the took it back at the shop towing at
their expense. This time it was reading funny on the tach and dying in motion and they
diagnosed the crank sensor which was another dollars. Such a fun car. It should be known this
is an 18 year old car so things will need work. If you love these, this is the best years with the
Mitsubishi motor. With routine maintenance and replacing parts these vehicles are a bargain.
Chryslers are as reliable as the people who take care of them. Love your cars, complain less.
This car is a death trap and Chrysler should be ashamed of themselves!! I can be driving
50mph, and all of a sudden Rpms will shoot to zero and car loses all power, the brakes and
power steering also go! This is so dangerous! I've taken the car to 3 mechanics and none of
them can find a problem. Sometimes it restarts right away and sometimes it stalls for days. I've
contacted Chrysler and those careless a holes won't even return my phone calls regarding the
issue. I'm thinking I might have to take legal action. Especially because I have read hundreds of
reports of people having the same issue. This problem is dangerous and can cause death!!!
This really needs to be investigated! The initial onset of this problem was the car would cut-off,
engine dies, on highway at 70 mph and then restart automatically by forward motion. I took it to
a local highly respected shop and they found that oil had seeped up into the distributor so it
was replaced with a new unit, as was the cap, module, etc. Then the problem shifted to not a
complete electrical shut off, but a miss-fire and the engine continues to run. It seems more
prevalent during extremely hot weather. Then the shop per my authorization replaced all plug
wiring and plugs last week. I have the same problem, not a total electrical shut off, but like a
miss-fire and the car continues to run. On occasion, it will die at a light, but will restart
immediately. I happen to buy this sebring with the 2. The car started to have idle and an
occasional dying at the light. No codes though. Without success, I replaced the fuel pump, fuel
psi reg, plugs, wires, cap, rotor, TPS sensor, and intake gasket. This code specifically sets when
the cam signal generated does not fall in the range expected from the PCM. I lab scoped both
the Cam and Crank signals and they looked great when the car dies. What you can not see is
that the distributor drive gear pin hole has worn and is causing the cam signal to become out of
spec. This is the third time I have replaced the distributor. The problem is the gear material
itself. It looked like cast aluminum. The new reman had a stronger looking drive gear. Trust me
people, this is the hardest problem I have experienced yet. It can make even the most
experienced techs look like beginners! Any questions? Email me davidtgieswein hotmail. I love
my 99 Sebring Conv. It drives great and engine problems didn't occur until k miles. The "low oil"
light at low RPM's idle was fixed with a change to Mobil 1 synthetic. Next: The Car motor
suddenly stopping on the Freeway and lucky to get over to the side lane safe was due to the
abrupt failure of the Fuel pump and it was costly. They need to remove your Fuel Tank to get to

it. Next: The motor erratically stopping under load is the distributor. This part should be recalled
since they fail catastrophically and put the driver in high risk situations. Hoping this covers the
worst of the problems but I don't know and I will read all of the complaints to be ready for the
next. The car randomly cuts off while driving or sitting in traffic. Fuel pump was checked and I
was told it was the distributor. Bought a new distributor and the next morning I was stuck in
traffic. The car did it again. It stays off for 45 minutes. It's been on every diagnostic machine and
nothing shows up. Diagnostic machine shows that everything is fine. All the sensors are in
working order. Once it cut off it's good for that day. It's frustrating because you don't know if it's
going to cut off in the morning or afternoon, while driving or while idling in traffic. My son's
starting to enjoy watching the car get towed. Four mechanics couldn't charge me anything
because they couldn't find the problem! Car will shut off on its own periodically. Also,
sometimes when I start it, it sputters and when I try to hit the gas pedal, it's as if I'm doing
nothing!!! Everytime it shuts down on it's own, I have to pull over or hit my hazard lights and put
it in park to shut it off to get it to start again. Sometimes it starts right back up and sometimes it
takes a while!!!! It is soooo frustrating, annoying and frustrating!!! One time, I couldn't get it to
start at all, so I had to get it towed to the dealership. I've been to about 4 or 5 places, but
everytime I take it in to get the problem resolved, it always acts like it's just fine From reading
other complaints, I'm going to get a rebuilt distributor from a friend who can install it for
approximately something dollars. I think this should be a recall and they should fix all the
sebrings that have the same problem!!!! I thought for a while my car was haunted or possessed,
but now I know it's most likely the distributor and will look into that. Car would die randomly--at
intersections, while parking, etc. Usually happened after getting warmed up. One time it died
while driving 70 on the interstate! When I let it cool down for a while, it would start back up
again. Thought my car was possessed! LOL Thought it might be a fuel problem, so I replaced
the fuel pump. Didn't work. Thought it might be the crank sensor, so I replaced it. Didn't work By
the way, the distributor is very expensive and it is a non-serviceable part. What a bitch! My
advice? The damn thing just shuts off in the middle of intersections, at stoplights, or just going
down the road. It only shuts down after i get down below 20 miles a hour. The rpm drops down
to zero, and sometimes its a bitch to start again. I think its the fuel injection system, will buy
another, or have that one cleaned out. May fix the damn problem. If not will report again. While I
am driving, periodically the RPM's will just drop to zero, the car will run for a few more feet then
the engine shuts off. Sometimes when this happens I can gun the gas and the RPM's pick back
up, sometimes I can gun the gas and the engine still shuts off. Then I have to pull over, put it in
park and try to restart the engine. Sometimes it restarts right away, sometimes it takes some
time. But it always restarts. Any ideas on what it could be? If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 4 reports check distributor--may need to be
replaced since non-serviceable 3 reports distributor failure 1 reports remove distributer drive
coupling and check for play 1 reports replace crank sensor 1 reports. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Sebring problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Chrysler
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a

car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. It looks like you're new here. If
you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Tell everyone about your buying
experience: Write a Dealer Review. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
February edited January in Chrysler. My husband and I purchased a Chrysler Sebring, with a 2.
When we bought it, it had roughly 46, miles on it. We have had nothing but trouble with this car
since we bought it Not even two months into owning it we had to have the transmission flushed
because of some problems with it, then, just last week, we had to put new spark plugs in it
because it was losing power as I was driving it! That's not all!! Two days ago, I was driving
down the highway, about 65 mph, and the engine made a loud pop and started to shake. I
started losing rpm's and had to pull over because I couldn't hardly make it up the road any
more. As I stopped and put it in park, the engine was making a horrible clanking sound, like
there was something stuck in it and it was being tossed around, hitting every inch as it moved
We towed it to the shop, and they told me that the lower part of my engine had blown. It only
has a little over 53, miles on it!!! Has anyone else had these kinds of problems with the
4-cylinder engines? There shouldn't be any sort of problems like this, not this soon or at least I
didn't think there would be April I have a Chrysler Sebring lXI and the last year and a half has
been nothing but hell. I stopped taking it to the dealer cause it was at least a dollar fix every
time and each time it was something different but after researching I found that Chrysler knows
about the engine problem and has known for awhile now but will do nothing about it. I am to the
point now were I can no longer spend money to fix this car I am hoping it last me at least until
next year were I might be able to afford me another car but it will not be a Chrysler. I have a
Dodge Caravan with the same 4 cylinder engine. The previous owner may have neglected it and
you wound up with the problems unfortunately. This engine has been fairly reliable if
well-maintained. It's been used in the PT Cruiser since Did you buy the vehicle from a Chrysler
dealer? If so, they should be willing to work with you and Chrysler's head office to give you
some rebate off a new or rebuilt engine. Good luck. August I have an 01 Sebring and the same
thing happened to me, one of the connecting rods connects crackshaft to piston actually broke.
I had 96k on it but that is just crap, major components shouldn't break that early in life. So I had
to replace the whole engine. Tell you one thing I will never buy another Dodge or Crysler
product again in my life time! Now on the 2nd engine there is a loud rattling noise at start up
until the oil pressure gets up to par I now have a messed up valve lifter! Stupid POS! What size
engine? Is it the 2. Chrysler has had numerous problems with this engine up until recently. I
don't know whether or not updates have cured the problems. Was the problem due to a failed
timing belt? I have the same engine in my Dodge Caravan and the timing belt requires
replacement at 90, miles per owner's manual. Nope there were no other problems, the car was
running fine, it just snapped. Here's an update, I put some oil detergant in the engine and the
rattling went away, must have cleaned the engine of some deposits around the lifters. No more
noise, but now the engine lopes and dies once the temp is up and the engine light is one. I
replace the crankshaft position senser and the same thign happens. Looks like it is a new car
for me and I promise is it will not be a Chrysler! September Until it was evidently massively
improved within the past couple of years or so, the 2. THe 2. October The engine has knocked a
little for a couple monthes. Do you think that the gas is linked to this? I believe that the
transmission flush was due and also the spark plugs, and with the engine, that sounds odd. But
those things happen in many cars. My siters car also did that before, but it was a toyota. I know
that a 2. Poor maintence from the previouse owners could have cause it also. The 2. I am unsure
if the 2. In any case I would recomend a remanufactured engine from an independant engine
rebuilder. My car has only 42, miles on it. I had to have the front of my car painted in with the car
not being 1 year old yet because of rust under the paint. Chrysler should be ashamed of making
such poor quality vehicles. The 36, mile warranties are great for the chrysler dealers when the
cars that are breaking down are right above 40, miles. LS37 Posts: 6. January I'm with you. I
owned a Chrysler Sebring Convertible V-6 engine. Engine siezed at 91, miles in Chrysler told me
it was my problem. Never got a diagnosis because they said it would cost more to take it apart
than replace it. Currenly own a Toyota Solara. I found this site while researching the MANY
problems with my , On Edmonds, as well as several other sites, there are no less than SEVEN
recalls listed and all for the same problems I have been experiencing, Chrysler denies ANY, I
want to know how these sites can 'site' these problems and recalls and then have the manuf,
deny they exist. No one can answer that question - nor have I found any help in getting the
electrical and engine problems addressed. Claires Chicago area Posts: 1, Have you tried

printing out the recall notices and bringing them to the dealer? Yes, I have a folder full of them.
The diagnostic s show nothing. But car continues to shut off, Also, had problem with radiator
and diagnostic showed nothing - until there was a crack in the radiator and whole thing had to
be replaced! Just looking for others who have encountered these problems and want to know
how can sites this like one list recalls, complete with numbers and Chrysler dispute it. I have
contacted an attyl, local TV action news and state senator - all to no avail. February Haven't had
that one. But it would be interesting to see what Chrysler has to say. So far my still has engine
light on and they say nothing shows up on diagnostic still! No shut offs while driving for about
3 wks. Those engines are mitsubishi manufactured. July I had that problem with my It took
forever to figure it out. It was the antitheft relay. On the 98 it has three relays on the firewall, it is
the middle one. All I can say is try that. It's pretty cheap too. It worked for me. Our car had 52,
miles on it and we started to loose compression. We took itto Chrysler and they told us a valve
spring broke and the valve stem bent. They were replaced for cylinder 4. That was July 1, We
got our car back after a slow return to us on July 10th drove it and on July 18th we broke down.
Car would not start. Then we got going and engine light came on so we had it towed back to
Chrysler and they told us oil pump broke because an impeller blade broke inside the pump. The
end result is we need a new engine and we only had 53, miles on the car. Our warranty was only
for 36, miles but we did not abuse the engine. It wasn't suppose to fail at 53, Has anyone had
this experience? I really only want to buy American, but now I will have to really pray about my
next car. I have a Sebring with a 2. My issue is that the car takes a very long time to warm up,
but once it does the thermostat gauge continues a steady climb until the car is overheating. The
thermostat has been replaced coolant level is good, and I have no ideas on what steps to take
next. If anyone knows what the problem could be thank you in advance. The past history of the
2. Four or five years ago these engines had a sludging problem and problems with the timing
chain. I'm not so sure if these issues have been resolved. The local Dodge-Chrysler dealer
always has lots of Chargers or 's with this engine on their lot. I think it's because buyers stay
away from this engine. If Chrysler is willing to pay half the cost you're probably better off taking
them up on it and replace the engine. Try to get at least a 50, mile warranty on the engine. After
installng new water pump now no start. The timming chain was absolutly positively right on the
marks. And just to make shure I cranked it through about 10 to 12 rotations to get the marks to
align again. And they were still right on the money. I get to psi compression on all cyls. Cranks
good and fast has spark. No codes show up on my OTC genisys. Did try replacing the cam
sensor with no results. Any help or coments welcome. Found the problem. The LH cam
sprocket had the wrong reluctor ring on it. It would not sync up with the crank sensor. The cam
sprocket has a series on windows cut in it with 1 , 2 ,or 3 groups of window slits in different
order the replacement one I got had them in a different sequence than the original. My daughter
has a 05 Chrysler Sebring with about K miles. The timing belt broke while driving down the
highway, so it died. Took to mechanic and he said it was the timing belt that had broken. Had it
replaced about 2 month ago. Now it has started with a humming noise at about Rpm. What is
the best way to isolate the problem. As anyone familiar with the 2. Any help will be greatly
appreciated. Thanks, OMB. I have a Dodge Caravan with the same engine. Timing belt
replacement is recommended at 90k in the owner's manual. It is a good idea to change the water
pump and maybe even the belt pre-tensioner when the timing belt is changed. See if you can get
a good mechanic to ride with you; he may be able to isolate what the problem is after hearing it.
I have a Sebring with that engine size my problem is 3 weeks ago i had an oil change and i only
put the synthetic oil in my engine well 2 days later i started my car and i heard this awful noise
and the engine was tapping the mechanic i took it to had it for a week i got it back on a tuesday
he informed me he put oil in my car and drove it and he told me my car may have engine
damage or the valves were loose and if i could stand the noise it was ok well i was on my way to
my National Guard Drills on a sat morning and my engine made this noise like metal on metal
and the engine froze up and stopped i have Your post is impossible to decipher, think maybe
you can write a complete sentence, maybe throw in a comma or period here and there, you
know, to kind of break up your thoughts? My 99 Sebring has started doing weird things while
going down the road. My check engine light and security light are the only 2 lights that come on
and then the speedometer and rpm gauges dip. It lasts for just a second and the car picks back
up and does fine. Sometimes it goes for days before it does it again and then sometimes 3 or 4
times a day. It runs rough for a few minutes after it happens and then runs fine. Sometimes
when i stop after a short time it just dies,but starts right back up. If anyone knows anything i
would love to hear from you Was working fine until I had the oil changed, then again started
with the hot than normal. I do not want to get stuck in rush hour traffic. Could you tell me how
you knew that you needed a water pump? Was your car running hot? That was the easy part , it
was leaking. November I have a chrysler sebring that I bought used. It has miles on it and

everything was fine up until today. I went out and started the car to warm it up. The car was
running fine and then it started idling rough and died. I tried starting the car back up, but all it
did was crank. The engine is the 2. I have replaced all the fuses and relays but I am still having
this problem. Has anyone else had this problem? December Did you replace the timing belt? If
it's the timing belt, hopefully no damage was done to your engine. I have a 98 sebring that will
run for a bit then die. It turned out the crankshaft sensoe was going out. Mine would idle fine but
when you started accellerating it would spit sputter, tach meter jumps up down, check engine
light comes on and it would show code for crankshaft sensor or engine misfire. Turn you key
switch on and off about 5 times and you digital odometer will show the error code
honda hrb216 parts
2003 bmw 318i
2005 mini cooper fog lights
s.. Hope this helps.. I have an '02 Sebring Convertible, 2. I tried to epoxy it but the crack
returned. Is there a repair kit that alows me to just screw in a new nipple, or do i have to replace
the whole tank? Do a compression check, if it's high, your converter is burned out! And the
exhaust is pluged up! You could have broken a rocker , remove valve cover and check to make
sure! Hope it's not your timing! Good Luck! Hey All, I recently had the 2. Pulled the valve cover
off and found tons of sludge in the engine 98, miles. Bought a replacement engine and now
can't get it to rev past rpm.. Have changed the Crank and Cam sensors and have checked all the
wiring. Also get a check engine light and a failure code that shows timing issue. Any one else
had this problem after an engine change or am I just the lucky one? My 99 sebring just dies
while driving February edited February It's the crankshaft positioning sensor. My 99 Sebring did
the exact same thing.. Sign In or Register to comment.

